Landscape Edging

**BenderBoard Landscape Edging**

BenderBoard is commercial-grade landscape edging that is both durable and flexible. Made from 100% eco-friendly recycled plastic, BenderBoard provides exceptional durability in a wide variety of environments and made to last for many years to come. Even the thickest edging is easy to install and offers clean straight lines or aggressive contours. The material is textured to mimic the appearance of natural wood – providing a beautiful esthetic look to any professional landscape design.

Beyond providing separation between vegetation, rock, and aggregate – BenderBoard also serves as a decorative concrete form.

**BenderBoard:**

- Available in the following sizes:
  - 1” x 4’ x 20’ (105 pieces per Lift)
  - 1” x 6’ x 20’ (60 pieces per Lift)
  - 2” x 4’ x 20’ (60 pieces per Lift)
  - 2” x 6’ x 20’ (30 pieces per Lift)

**Features:**

- Custom lengths and colors available
- Made in the U.S.A. from recycled plastic material
- Insect Proof
- Fully water resistant – will not warp, rust or rot
- Resistant to common lawn and garden chemicals
- Seamless connection joints – no material overlap
- Fully versatile material – ideal for straight or aggressive-curved installations
Landscape Edging

Bulb Landscape Edging

Bulb landscape edging is made with 100% eco-friendly recycled plastics which offers exceptional durability in a wide variety of environments. The unique Bulb shape provides well-defined separation between surface textures – while the below-grade vertical barrier defers unwanted grass from gardens, rock, and aggregate areas.

**Bulb Edge:**

5’ x 20’ (170 pieces per Lift)

**Features:**

- Insect Proof
- Fully water resistant – will not warp, rust or rot
- Resistant to common lawn and garden chemicals
- Custom lengths and colors available
- Made in the U.S.A. from recycled plastic material
- Tube connections included

Landscape Edging Cap Trim

Landscape cap for steel edging creates an attractive and safe cover on otherwise dangerous metal landscape edging. The material is easy to cut, install, and provides a lasting finish to metal edging.

**Edging Trim:**

½” x 100’ (150 coils per Pallet)

**Features:**

- Protects from sharp metal edging
- Made in the U.S.A. from recycled plastic material
- Custom lengths and colors available